
Children First: Research Intention for the 2022-2023 School Year  

As Children First teachers create the learning environment, shape routines and classroom culture, prepare provocations, allocate 

time and, most of all, interact with children moment to moment, we are constantly making choices –choices that ultimately 

shape a precious year in the lives of all the learners in our community.  We want those choices to be grounded in what truly 

matters.  So, in creating this statement of intention, we have considered:  

 Our beliefs about children and what they deserve from school, and from childhood.  Please see our Guiding 

Principles here.  

 Our learning goals for children around Self, Community, Work & Play, Nature and Skills, here.  

 Our aspirations around Social Justice, here, here, here and here.  

 Our most deeply held values as teachers and human beings – among them love, belonging, learning, meaning, 

beauty, delight, and balance – alongside our most pressing questions.   

 Our sense of the larger world children are living in here and now, and the future world we hope they will 

shape through their choices and actions.  

Taken together, these considerations point to an inquiry we are calling…  

“Me AND We, Grounded in Play” 
We are a program with a long and deep commitment to honor and center the individual child.  “It is only fair that each child be 

cherished” - that phrase is our birthplace and long-time home.  At the same time, we are learners and citizens in a rapidly 

evolving, tumultuous world, and we hear the urgent call, across disciplines of thought and practice, reminding us that humans 

are not only unique individuals –humans are born into interdependence and have evolved to thrive in community.  And we live 

in a culture that glorifies the achievement and independence of the individual and chronically undervalues community and care 

– at great cost to all of us.   

Children First teachers are doing our best to live into the truth of interdependence, without abandoning our heartfelt 

commitment to cherish each child as a unique individual.  We strive for balance and synergy between the “We” and the “Me” – 

so that our children will experience a place that says “AND” instead of “Either/Or” – and grow their capacity to carry and 

recreate that “AND” vision in the wider world.  

Here’s a little more about the words at play inside “ME and WE, Grounded in Play”… how will these words dance together in our 

lives at school this year? 

Opening the words “ME” and “WE” 

ME – the individual     AND   WE- the group 

“Not Nine Children, but one Artem, one Elliot, one Felix, one Fiona, one Ona, one Rania, one Sol, one Vander, one Zinnia”  AND “One Children First” 

 

Authenticity – the real, whole ME    AND    Belonging - unconditional acceptance & welcome, as you are 

 

Identity – who we are, in all our glorious granularity and complexity AND   Common Humanity – what we all share, kinship 

 

Self-awareness – Seeing, hearing, knowing myself  AND   Empathy – Seeing, hearing, knowing others 

 

Gifts – what will I bring to the We?    AND   Reciprocity – What will the WE offer back to me? 

http://childrenfirstschool.org/cf/philosophy/
http://childrenfirstschool.org/cf/goals-schedule/
http://childrenfirstschool.org/cf/about-children-first/social-justice/
http://childrenfirstschool.org/cf/philosophy/identity-belonging-fairness-freedom/
http://childrenfirstschool.org/cf/curriculum/social-justice/
http://childrenfirstschool.org/cf/teachers/teaching-for-social-justice/


Opening the word “AND” 

Inside “AND,” there are equilibrium and disequilibrium; borders and synergy; yes and no; boundaries and connection. AND is 

weaving a web, connecting us one to the other to the other in a countless complexity of ways - individual nested inside groups, 

inside groups, inside groups – all inside the ONE group.  

Opening the word “Grounded” 

As adults caring for and teaching children, where do we land and stand – where is the home ground that nourishes growth?  

What is our vantage point when we consider the children? Where are we focusing our gaze?  What are we bathing in warm 

attention and alert curiosity?  

Opening the word “Play” 

Play is like breathing, eating, sleeping – internally compelled, deeply nourishing, and fundamentally healthy.  Play is an essential, 

life-giving animal activity, especially critical for animal young.  And play is also profoundly human - alive with intellect, spirit, 

imagination, and story-making.  Children MUST play; children SHOULD play.  If we respect children, we treat their play with 

respect.  If we love children, we treat their play with love. If we give our best teacher attention and energy to play, we are doing 

the RIGHT thing, and also the most INTERESTING and INFORMATIVE thing.  Studying the way children play with narrative, with 

materials and with their bodies promises to be the most enlightening window into our wonderings about “Me AND We.” 

Questions We Think Children May Have about “Me AND We” 

 Who am I?  

 Can I be ME here?  Do I belong?  

 How do people learn who I am? How do I want to be known, helped and cared for here? 

 Who are the other 8 “Me’s” here?  Where do I stop, and they begin?  How do I get to know them? What do the other 8 “Me’s” need from me?  
How do I help them and care for them?   

 Who are WE?  

 Do I want to become part of the WE?  How do I become part of WE? Can I be in the WE without losing ME?   

Questions Teachers have About “Me AND We” 

 As we support and attend to the children’s play and stories, what will we discover and understand about the interplay – the borders, the synergy, 
the interdependencies – between Me and We – for each Children Firster individually; for the constantly evolving small groups that form and re-
form at school; and for this group as a whole? 

 What gifts does each ME in this group bring to the We?  How can we help each other see, celebrate and grow those gifts? How can we help 
children feel comfortable and free to share their gifts?  

 How does the context of play motivate and inspire and challenge kids to extend their identity toward new dispositions and skills (like empathy, 
listening, sharing ideas, compromising)?  

 How does the WE become real, and grow in power and richness?  How do we help each other see and celebrate and lean on the WE? 

 What gifts do we see the WE offering back to individual children?  

 What is the teachers’ role in shaping the context to help those gifts grow?  What agreements?  Routines and protocols?  Materials and spaces?  
What language?  What forms and focus for documentation?  What stories and books and songs?  What will we notice about the power and 
appropriateness of “what we’ve always done” and what new things will we be called to try?  

Questions We Thinks Families May Have about Me AND We 

 Can my child be their whole self here?  Should they?   

 Can I be my whole real self here?  Should I? 

 What am I learning about the difference between my child’s “Me” at home and their “ME” at school?  How am I coming to understand my child 
more fully and deeply, and how can I help the school community understand them more fully and deeply?   

 What gifts would I like to offer the “we” of the school community?  And what gifts will the community offer to me?  

 


